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Every roboticist is a bit like MacGyver, the titular character from the 1980s television
series who could use his wits, broad scientific knowledge, and whatever materials hap-
pened to be within reach to solve any problem, like disarming a missile with a paper clip or
stopping a sulfuric acid leak with a candy bar. While most roboticists have a personal story
about a particularly ingenious repair involving a paper clip or duct tape, the primary tools
of the trade are acquired in the classroom, and span such fields as mechanical, electrical,
and computer engineering, and computer and cognitive science. Robotics is truly an inter-
disciplinary field, requiring unusual breadth and depth of knowledge from its practitioners.
Since the first industrial robots were installed at a General Motors plant in the late 1950s,
they have become common fixtures in industrial settings, performing such diverse tasks as
welding and painting cars to packaging chocolates. The field of mobile robotics built on
these successes, and deals with the additional challenges that arise when the robot is not
bolted to the floor. For most industrial robots, answering the question “where am I?” is
easy, but answering that question in the context of mobile robots leads to hard problems in
perception, localization, mapping, planning, and navigation (which happen to be the topics
of Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of Siegwart and Nourbakhsh’s book).
The field of mobile robotics is currently enjoying tremendous scientific, practical, and
popular success. Mobile robots give museum tours [1], play soccer (RoboCup), map aban-
doned coal mines [4], defuse bombs, drive autonomously through the desert (in the DARPA
Grand Challenge), assist the elderly [3], and gather invaluable data from the surface of
Mars. Media coverage of these exciting developments combined with educational pro-
grams that target K-12 students, like FIRST and Botball, should ensure a steady supply of
students interested in robotics at the undergraduate and graduate levels.
That is where Introduction to Autonomous Mobile Robots (IAMR) enters the picture.
The preface says that “this textbook is suitable as a whole for introductory mobile robotics
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writing the book, both stated in the preface as well. The first is to inform:
Each of [mobile robotics’] parent fields has its share of introductory textbooks that
excite and inform prospective students, preparing them for advanced coursework and
research. Our objective in writing this textbook is to provide mobile robotics with such
a preparatory guide.
The second is to motivate:
Finally, for the teacher and the student: we hope that this textbook proves to be a fruitful
launching point for many careers in mobile robotics. That would be the ultimate reward.
That is, Siegwart and Nourbakhsh want to get the MacGyvers of the world excited about
research in mobile robotics, and to ensure that the materials they have within reach to solve
robotics problems include the technical fundamentals of the various fields that robotics
spans, in addition to paper clips and duct tape. Given the breadth and depth of the field
of mobile robotics, it is perhaps unsurprising that IAMR falls short of the goal of being
a single-source “preparatory guide”. The summaries of the individual chapters that follow
identify specific strengths and weaknesses of the book.
Chapter 1 points to the roots of mobile robotics in industrial robotics, and describes
the challenges unique to the former. It then presents 14 different examples of mobile ro-
bots in words, pictures, and videos (available from the authors), giving a good overview of
the various ways in which mobility can be achieved and the purposes to which it can be
put. Chapter 2 introduces the topic of locomotion with numerous examples of natural and
artificial locomotion systems. The chapter ends with a detailed discussion of wheeled loco-
motion, including wheel design (standard, castor, Swedish, and ball), geometry, stability,
maneuverability, and controllability. The emphasis in this chapter and the previous one is
on examples rather than technical depth.
Chapter 3 continues the bottom-up progression by discussing kinematics for wheeled
mobile robots. The main topics covered are kinematic models and constraints, maneuver-
ability, and workspace. Feedback control is covered, though too briefly. For each of the
four wheel types discussed in the previous chapter, constraints on the motion of individual
wheels are derived, these constraints are then combined for a multi-wheeled robot chas-
sis, and from there maneuverability and workspace are considered. The progression flows
logically.
This chapter does, however, contain some errors. The equation for mapping motion in
the global reference frame to the robot’s reference frame using a rotation matrix (Eq. (3.3))
is stated as ξ˙R = R(π/2)ξ˙I , whereas the constant π/2 should be replaced with θ , the
robot’s angle of orientation with respect to the global reference frame. Trouble with θ
continues in a sequence of Eqs. (3.28 through 3.29) that derive a kinematic model for a
differential-drive robot and use θ is places where θ˙ is required.
Now that the robot can move about, Chapter 4 covers perception so that it can
sense the environment. The chapter begins with ways of classifying sensors (exterocep-
tive/proprioceptive and passive/active) and characterizing sensor performance. Here again,
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bels, which are meant to measure the ratio between powers. It then goes on to say that one
should square the lower and upper limits of a voltage sensor when computing decibels,
because the square of voltage is proportional to power. This is contrasted with a current
sensor, which, the text incorrectly says, should not have its lower and upper limits squared.
This is repaired in the lecture notes, with watts being used instead of amps, yet there is no
errata page on the book’s web site.
There is a good discussion of active ranging, with a nice mix of device details, math-
ematical characterization, and real data. It conveys the challenges faced by mobile robots
in discovering the structure of the world around them from noisy sensors, the variety of
solutions that have been developed, and the tradeoffs involved. The chapter also contains
a thorough treatment of relevant topics from machine vision, covering basics such as how
CCD cameras work, depth from focus, stereo, optic flow, and edge detection. Chapter 4 is
the longest chapter, but the pages devoted to machine vision are well spent, giving good
coverage to key topics without getting bogged down in the details.
There are several places in Chapter 4 where more explanation is needed. For example,
Hough transforms are given one page. I would gladly sacrifice the two pages devoted to
GPS for a more thorough treatment of Hough transforms. Yet I would give up both for any
treatment whatsoever of PID control using wheel encoders, which is both entirely absent
and an essential tool in the mobile roboticist’s toolbox. Section 4.2.2 discusses error prop-
agation when combining uncertain measurements, and presents two formulas involving
covariance and Jacobian matrices with little explanation. This section, and others like it,
belie the claim that “while not absolutely required, a familiarity with matrix algebra, calcu-
lus, probability theory, and computer programming will significantly enhance the reader’s
experience”. A general trend in the book seems to be that the more complex the math
becomes the fewer words are used to explain it.
Chapter 5 contains a nice treatment of localization, which is made possible by percep-
tion as discussed in Chapter 4. Early in the chapter, the math could again use significantly
more explanation, but later sections strike a good balance between rigor and accessibil-
ity. I particularly liked the discussion of Markov localization, the associated graphics, and
the two case studies of Dervish (winner of the 1994 AAAI mobile robot competition) and
Rhino [2]. The discussion of Kalman filtering that follows is thorough and strikes the same
good balance. Finally, given that the robot can figure out where it is, Chapter 6 presents a
laundry list of path planning algorithms and a brief treatment of navigation architectures
so that it can choose to visit new locations. As with the earlier chapters, the focus is on the
ideas rather than the formalisms, and that is when this book works best.
I taught a semester-long course using IAMR as the primary text. Lecture notes for all six
chapters are available from the course web site, and I found them to be extremely useful.
The notes were designed well, followed the contents of the book closely, and made liberal
use of graphics and images, which helped keep the students engaged. In addition, more
than half of a gigabyte of videos of a wide variety of robots are available from the web
site, and they are directly accessible from within the PowerPoint versions of the lecture
notes. After hearing a lecture on a drive system or localization algorithm, seeing a video
of it in action on a real robot is exciting to the students and helps cement the ideas in their
minds.
Book review / Artificial Intelligence 169 (2005) 146–149 149In summary, the authors of IAMR undertook a Herculean task—writing a textbook on
the fundamentals of a field as vast as mobile robotics that would both inform the readers and
convey a sense of excitement about the topic. At all levels, the book progresses logically
through a sequence of topics that arguably comprise the core of the field. The fact that the
treatment is uneven in places is perhaps unavoidable; decisions had to be made about what
to keep in and what to leave out. Despite the occasional errors and lapses in explanatory
depth, the book succeeds in giving students a broad, integrated overview of the field of
mobile robotics, and will surely give the authors the “ultimate reward” by serving as the
starting point for many productive careers.
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